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Combo meals can easily play a fascinating role in terms of taste and flavors with which you get a unique combination of your favorite dishes.




The United States has got a several number of fast food restaurants offering extraordinary combo meals that are sure to satisfy anyone’s hunger.




Below are some of the interesting restaurants in America that are famous for their combo meals. If you’re searching for one such food chain, this is for you! Check it out!




Cane’s




Todd Graves and Craig Silver established Raising Cane’s in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, in 1996. Raising Cane’s currently operates in over 150 locations, and it is expanding. An excellent illustration of a specialized restaurant is Raising Cane’s. 




If you don’t like chicken fingers, you’re out of luck because there isn’t much else on the menu. The good news is that Raising Cane has fairly reasonable rates; everything on their menu costs less than $10, with the exception of tailgate-sized packs.




Raising Cane’s are popular for their combo meals that includes 




	The Box Combo
	The 3 Finger Combo
	The Caniac Combo
	The Sandwich Combo
	The Kids Combo





Read this article for Cane’s menu




Firehouse Subs




With over 1200 locations, Firehouse Subs is one of the most famous subway sandwich chains in the United States. It has got a variety of subs and sandwiches on its menu that are so delectable.




Their dessert combo platter is something more craveable. It consists of 12 freshly baked cookies and 12 rich chocolate brownies.




Their popular combos include




	Dessert Combo Platter
	Box Lunch – The Rookie
	Box Lunch – The Lieutenant





Visit this page for Firehouse Subs menu




McDonalds




Combos are very special at McDonalds, especially their Saweetie meal, that consists of a Big Mac, 4-pc Chicken McNuggets, medium size french fries and a medium size Sprite cool drink.




McDonalds has a lot more super combo meals that are more delectable & heavenly. The list of items on the super combo menu is a bit long. A few of them are as follows




	2 McAloo Tikki + 2 Fries Large
	2 American Cheese Supreme Veg + 2 Veg Pizza McPuff + 2 Fries Large + Coke Medium
	2 American Cheese Supreme Chicken + Chicken McNuggets 6 Pc + 2 Fries Large + Coke Medium
	McSpicy Paneer + McSpicy Chicken + 2 Fries Large + Coke Medium
	2 McVeggie + 2 American Cheese Supreme Veg + 2 Fries Large





Wendy’s




Wendy’s is committed to providing the highest quality hamburgers, salads, sides, breakfast, chicken dishes and more.




Wendy’s premium combo meals are something that’s loved by people all over the United States. With their unique food items Wendy’s strives to be the most thriving and beloved fast food brand in the country.




When it comes to combos, Wendy’s offers both Breakfast and Premium combos. A few of the combo menu includes




	20 Pc Chicken Nugget Combo
	Dave’s Single Combo
	Dave’s Double Combo
	Dave’s Triple Combo
	Avocado Chicken Club Combo
	The Veggie Stack Combo





KFC




World’s famous fried chicken restaurant KFC offers a variety of delicious & mouth watering combo meals. Colonel’s Classic, Chicken Littles, and Family Meals are a few of their classic menu items.




KFC Combos consists of Mashed Potatoes with Gravy, Biscuit and Meal Drink. Chicken that’s available there in their menu items are Extra Crispy.




KFC Combo options are as follows:




	2 pc. Drum & Thigh Combo
	2 pc. Breast & Wing Combo
	3 pc. Chicken Combo
	4 pc. Chicken Combo
	5 pc. Kentucky Fried Wings Combo
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